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Our New Home
St. Martin’s Anglican Church

1009 Prominence Way SW, Calgary
RENEWAL IS TAKING SHAPE
There has been lots of exciting
progress on the building this week.
When Lori, Kate and I showed up
tor the weekly site meeting on
Friday the parking lot was filled with
trades people’s vehicles.
Jennifer Keeble of Labbe-Leech
toured us through the worksite
explaining the current work. As you
can see, it is safety first with
everyone in hard hats and steel-toed
work boots. If you look closely you
can see Kate somehow managed to
find pink work boots!
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Speaking
of
safety,
everyone on site needed
ear protection early in
the week with lots of
jack hammering and
cement saws. All the tile
in the entrance way has
been removed and they
have cut through the
foundation to access the
sewer lines. As you can
see in the photos, all the
supporting plumbing for
the bathrooms is now
complete.

When I saw the electrical panel I told our electrician he was a miracle
worker. The photo on the left shows the original rats nest of old wires much
of which are hidden behind the lower cabinet!
This has been a great start. We are excited to see what the work crews have
accomplished by next week!
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Check out these interesting aerial photos showing the original property
and the property as it is now. The octagonal house was originally built by a
doctor in the early 1970’s. The current property covers only the bottom
right hand corner of the picture on the right. The size of the original
property certainly matched the house. It included all of the present soccer
fields now owned by the City! Thanks to Mark Perrin for the photos.

St. Martin’s Newsletter
This newsletter will keep you in touch with progress on our new home. Look
out for future editions to tell:
o Stories of St. Martin’s
o More Landscaping – Work Bees
o Progress on the Reno
o News About our new and growing community.
Contact Us At: lizcook10@shaw.ca or klastley@shaw.ca
Newsletter Preparation Note:
Currently, the newsletter is being prepared weekly. If you are contributing
materials and photos for a future edition please email photos to either Karly or
Elizabeth as small photos. The small file size makes it much easier to produce
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and distribute the newsletter. Thank you.

